Tennis Match Results
Wesleyan University vs Connecticut College
Apr 27, 2016 at New London, Conn.
(Connecticut College Tennis Courts)

#11 Wesleyan University 9, Connecticut College 0

Singles competition
1. Tiago Eusebio (WESMT) def. Jonathan Kraiger (CONNM) 6-2, 6-2
2. Joachim Samson (WESMT) def. Charlie Williams (CONNM) 6-2, 6-1
3. Cameron Daniels (WESMT) def. Daniel Maffa (CONNM) 6-0, 6-2
4. Jake Roberts (WESMT) def. Will Cannon (CONNM) 6-0, 6-1
5. Michael King (WESMT) def. Ben Sachs (CONNM) 6-4, 6-4
6. Cameron Hicks (WESMT) def. Ethan Hecker (CONNM) 6-2, 6-3

Doubles competition
1. Zach Brint/Cameron Hicks (WESMT) def. Jonathan Kraiger/Ben Sachs (CONNM) 8-4
2. Sam Rudovsky/Cameron Daniels (WESMT) def. Daniel Maffa/Charlie Williams (CONNM) 8-3
3. Tiago Eusebio/Jake Roberts (WESMT) def. Will Cannon/Patrick Farrell (CONNM) 8-2

Match Notes:
Wesleyan University 11-5, 7-3 NESCAC; National ranking #11
Connecticut College 3-14, 0-7 NESCAC